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COURSE THEMES

Our most popular themes,
perfect for student scientists!

THE BASICS

Answers to those first questions
and how to find out more.

NEXT STEPS

Next steps in planning and
booking your field course with us!



puerto rico

LET'S DO SOME SCIENCE
Availability All Year.



HOLA!
THANKS FOR YOUR INTEREST !

Thank you for your interest in Isla Mar
Research Expeditions. We are excited for
this opportunity to build a partnership
with you and we are honored you have
considered us for a field course.  

Partnering with Isla Mar means you get
the founders as your guides, organizers,
teachers and more. We believe this quality
sets us apart from anyone else. We love
what we do! Our company is l ike no other.
Science education is our mission and we
promise to deliver a truly unique and
educational experience - led by scientists
for scientists and science enthusiasts! 

Take advantage of our network and
resources as we create a customized trip
specific to the interests and needs of your
group. 

We only host one group at a time, so you
have our undivided attention from start to
finish! 

BUT FIRST,
Take a look at some of the field course
themes we've curated for current and past
courses to get an idea of the variety of
topics we can cover. You will also find some
quick answers to some of your immediate
questions. But as always, please feel free to
email or call us anytime. 
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Chelsea & Evan Tuohy



TROPICAL MARINE ECOLOGY

CONNECTIVITY OF CORAL REEFS, SEAGRASS AND MANGROVES 

Students will learn the concepts of

connectivity between mangrove, seagrass and

coral reef ecosystems.  

Immersing students in the field to showcase

the importance of seagrass and mangroves as

nursery habitats, the ontogenetic shifts onto

the coral reef, threats to these systems and

the basic biology and ecology of each system. 

Hands-on exploration of three
marine ecosystems 

We visit the southwestern town of Buye where

we can snorkel the seagrass beds in tranquil

clear water from shore. We also journey to La

Parguera where seagrass and mangroves are

accessible by small boat and kayak. The

fishermen's mangrove channels are a fun way

to illustrate the protection mangroves provide

to coastal communities.  

Coral reefs will be explored in Rincon at the

Tres Palmas Marine Reserve, Desecheo Island

(MPA) and also in La Parguera for comparison.



CORAL REEF BIOLOGY & ECOLOGY

FOCUSING ON MARINE PROTECTED AREAS

Students will learn the basics of the biology

and ecology of coral reefs, with an emphasis

on the major reef building corals.  

Topics will explore basic coral reef monitoring

to assess the impacts of management in

marine reserves versus fished, unprotected

reefs. Threats to reefs and conservation

initiatives will be the highlights.

Learn about coral reefs through
conservation and management. 

This theme will involve significant in-water

exploration of the nearshore Tres Palmas

Marine Reserve, offshore Desecheo Marine

Reserve and unprotected La Parguera.

Snorkeling or scuba diving is required. 

This theme would be appropriate as

exploratory- or project-based. Sampling can

involve real data collection for projects. Coral

reef restoration sites can be visited and

students can contribute to long-term

monitoring initiatives.  



MARINE FISH BIOLOGY & ECOLOGY

FISH IDENTIFICATION, DISSECTION & SAMPLING 

Students spend the majority of their time in

the water. In this theme, students learn how to

survey fish communities and explore spatial

and temporal differences in these

communities.  

Dissection of lionfish provides an introduction

to the internal anatomy of fish while

discussing impacts of invasive fish species. 

Learn how to identify, dissect and
survey Caribbean reef fish.

Students will hone their skills using

underwater visual census to record fish

diversity and abundance. We will spend the

majority of our time in Rincon at the Tres

Palmas Marine Reserve, with visits to

Desecheo Island.  

As a comparison for "fished reefs", students

will also survey and explore the seagrass,

mangrove and coral reefs of La Parguera.  

If using scuba diving, students will also use our

innovative fish ID teaching app, Artedi.



ISLAND BIODIVERSITY

EXPLORATION OF PUERTO RICO'S NATURAL SYSTEMS 

Students will be introduced to all the major

habitats found in Puerto Rico while serving as

naturalists and recording in field notebooks. 

The basics of island biogeography will be

covered with in-the-field lectures from

experts in the geological history of Puerto

Rico, native birds and plants, and more.

Explore off-the-beaten-path cave systems,

hidden waterfalls, and secret rainforest trails. 

Explore the island to see caves,
rivers, rainforests, dry forests and
more!

This theme is the most customizable option.

There is a wealth of habitats to explore with

everything only a short car ride from

"homebase" in Rincon or can involve changing

accommodations as we move around the island. 

Although our expertise is marine systems, you

can take advantage of our network of local

experts in terrestrial fields for a well-rounded

course. This theme could involve the least

amount of in-water activities and the most

excursions. Students should be comfortable

with frequent car travel and hiking. 



RIDGES TO REEFS

CONNECTIVITY FROM RAINFOREST TO REEF 

Students will learn about the links between

freshwater mountain ecosystems and coastal

marine ecosystems.  

Our focus would explore coral reef

conservation with an emphasis on land and sea

connectivity. An example topic would include

measuring levels of sedimentation on coral

reefs from inshore to offshore. 

What happens on land affects the
ocean, especially on an island.

This theme would include exploration of the El

Yunque National Rainforest, the Pterocarpus

forest of Humacao, the dry forest of Guanica

and the coral reef systems of La Parguera or

Rincon.  

This theme would be appropriate for a project-

or exploratory- based field course. Students

can collect data as a group or develop

independent projects.  

Students should be comfortable with frequent

car travel and hiking.



FIELD METHODS

TECHNIQUES FOR SAMPLING MARINE SYSTEMS 

Students will take a hands-on approach to

learning the basics of fish and benthic data

collection techniques.  

Techniques can include underwater visual

census for fish assemblages, benthic

composition (line-point intercept, photo

quadrats, coral demographic), coral reef health

monitoring, coral reef restoration,

ichthyofaunal collection, and basic data

analysis.

Learn modern field sampling
techniques for collecting
quantitative data.

Training will take place in the Tres Palmas

Marine Reserve in Rincon. Students will spend

the majority of their time in the water. This

theme will involve snorkeling or scuba diving.  

Other sampling locations may be included for

comparisons. This theme would be appropriate

for group or independent projects involving

data collection and manipulation.  

This theme is best suited for students who are

comfortable in the field. Scuba diving is

preferred.



BASICS
01 HOW MUCH?

Each course is
customizable and we can
work with your budget .
There are set rates for our
professional services
depending on your
course length and our
involvement . Price per
student starts around
$900/week excluding
airfare .

02 HOW LONG?
Typical courses are two
weeks however we can
accommodate longer
courses .

04 WHICH 
THEME?
Those mentioned in this
guide are just examples .
We can create any
combination of themes
or develop something
completely different . Our
expertise is marine
systems but feel free to
ask about other options . 

05 FUN STUFF?
It 's not all work ! We
always include several
fun activities during your
course . If you are
concerned about budget ,
ask us to focus on free
options (we have plenty).

05 HOW TO 
BOOK?
Send us an email and
we 'll send you our top
questions that we 'll need
to know before preparing
an estimate and
schedule . It 's that simple !

03 HOW BIG?
Group sizes are limited to
12 students and two
professors . This is most
feasible for our courses .



RECENT HIGHLIGHTS

Chelsea and Evan of Isla Mar Research
Expeditions were incredible to work
with. From start to finish, their timely
and consistent communication enabled
us to make solid plans and decisions,
They spent countless hours via email
suggesting specific sites for us to visit
in the areas where we were planning to
work and play, taking into account a
wide variety of student interests, age
groups, and lifestyles. Thanks to their
knowledge and quick initiative, our
students got the opportunity to enjoy
gorgeous waters in Buye and the “off
the beaten path” vibe of the beach there
as well.  Additionally, Chelsea and Evan
were able to point out different fish,
lobsters, corals, etc., all of which our
students might not have otherwise seen.
 They were further able to capture and
maintain our students’ attention spans
for an interactive discussion of
hurricane effects to marine life, local
underwater ecosystems, and even
entertained questions and tangents
afterwards.  In short, Chelsea and Evan
are the best of the best and we could
not recommend them more highly for
your next excursion in Puerto Rico!

BETHANY BETTIG - HILTON HEAD
PREP HIGH SCHOOL 

MARCH 9 , 2018 DAY TRIP
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Thanks to Chelsea and Evan, I know a
lot more about fish ID, fish behavior,
marine habitats, how marine
protected areas can affect both fish
populations and fishermen in the
surrounding communities, and so
much more. I left the course feeling
confident about my newly acquired
reef survey skil ls and harboring a
growing love for both field work and
for Puerto Rico. I wish all my classes
could be more like this.

ERIN WALTERS , FLORIDA TECH 
GRAD STUDENT 

JUNE 2017 FIELD COURSE

Click here to read more reviews

https://www.trustpilot.com/review/islamarexp.com


Next Steps
CONTACT

01 Email Us

Tell us more about your interests
and how we can help you.  

02 Answer Our Questions

We'll send you our questions to
help us narrow down what services
you'll need and what theme(s) you
want to focus on.  

03 Estimate & Schedule

We will follow up with an estimate
and schedule. This can be adjusted
and changed initially until it meets
your needs. 

04 On the Books

We'll finalize the schedule,
estimate and create a contract. An
initial payment will be due to hold
accommodations and upfront costs.

We do not arrange air travel or rental cars but we can provide suggestions. Your upfront costs will be due
at least two months prior to your arrival. More about these details will be provided after booking.  

Isla Mar Research
Expeditions 
PO Box 828 
Rincon PR 00677

903-780-8968 
islamarexp.com 
islamarexp@gmail.com


